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Course Design Strategy 2021-07-01 this book is packed with strategies and insights that will help you design
better training courses it focuses on how people learn as the key factor in making design decisions the book
shows you how to design a good course for any field no matter what medium you use to deliver it learn how the
brain works how people forget how to gain and maintain attention and how to make a subject interesting then
use the easy to follow guidelines to design strategically by increasing curiosity making content emotional
making learners practise what they have learned and using failure as a teaching tool the art of designing a
course and making people learn is mastered through practical experience of running courses the science is
gained by evidence based research on how people learn the book combines the two offering many examples
and studies in cognitive psychology neuroscience instructional design and training the trainer you will find lots
of examples and studies in the book that provide insights that may not be obvious but that lead to important
design decisions they will change forever how you think about training design and delivery and help you design
courses that your learners will love in course design strategy you will learn how to make content memorable
what learners expect from a course how people learn and forget and why this should be the cornerstone of any
course design how to use eureka moments and eureka concepts as the building blocks of course design how to
make content easy to learn why the presence of a feedback loop is crucial to learning how to use exercises and
tests to enhance learning
Designing Courses For Higher Education 1999-05-01 this book focuses not on teaching techniques but on the
strategic decisions which must be made before a course begins it provides realistic advice for university and
college teachers on how to design more effective courses without underestimating the complexity of the task
facing course developers and offers course designers both an understanding and a framework within which to
clarify their own teaching purposes
Deep Learning for Coders with fastai and PyTorch 2020-06-29 deep learning is often viewed as the
exclusive domain of math phds and big tech companies but as this hands on guide demonstrates programmers
comfortable with python can achieve impressive results in deep learning with little math background small
amounts of data and minimal code how with fastai the first library to provide a consistent interface to the most
frequently used deep learning applications authors jeremy howard and sylvain gugger the creators of fastai
show you how to train a model on a wide range of tasks using fastai and pytorch you ll also dive progressively
further into deep learning theory to gain a complete understanding of the algorithms behind the scenes train
models in computer vision natural language processing tabular data and collaborative filtering learn the latest
deep learning techniques that matter most in practice improve accuracy speed and reliability by understanding
how deep learning models work discover how to turn your models into web applications implement deep
learning algorithms from scratch consider the ethical implications of your work gain insight from the foreword by
pytorch cofounder soumith chintala
English a Course for Human Beings 2000 an attractive pathway to increase vocabulary and one s understanding
of the way words are built
A Course on Words 1989 the new and updated edition of this widely used text is equally useful for
undergraduate and graduate students of international business its student friendly format detailed coverage of
classic and timely topics and extensive use of case studies make it widely adaptable for different level courses
as well as for educators who prefer either a case study or lecture approach online instructor materials are
available to adopters
International Business 2013-10-10 no matter how much is learned if that learning remains in our heads it is
not enough unless learning touches our hearts it s never going to bring us the wisdom we seek the peace we
desire or the intimacy and connection for which we yearn a new and more receptive way of knowing is needed
and is found in this course for the heart a course of love was received by mari perron and given to be a new
course in miracles it is for the heart what a course in miracles is for the mind for many it is the next step in a
journey already begun
English 1959 this book is based on notes for a master s course given at queen mary university of london in the
1998 9 session such courses in london are quite short and the course consisted essentially of the material in the
rst three chapters together with a two hour lecture on connections with group theory chapter 5 is a considerably
expanded version of this for the course the main sources were the books by hopcroft and ullman 20 by cohen 4
and by epstein et al 7 some use was also made of a later book by hopcroft and ullman 21 the ulterior motive in
the rst three chapters is to give a rigorous proof that various notions of recursively enumerable language are
equivalent three such notions are considered these are generated by a type 0 grammar recognised by a turing
machine deterministic or not and de ned by means of a godel numbering having de ned recursively enumerable
for sets of natural numbers it is hoped that this has been achieved without too many ar ments using
complicated notation this is a problem with the entire subject and it is important to understand the idea of the



proof which is often quite simple two particular places that are heavy going are the proof at the end of chapter 1
that a language recognised by a turing machine is type 0 and the proof in chapter 2 that a turing machine
computable function is partial recursive
A Course of Love 2011-03-01 most people think they listen well but they rarely do not at this level listening this
way is a radical act the power of effective listening is recognised as the essential tool of good management in
this book nancy kline describes how we can achieve this and presents a step by step guide that can be used in
any situation whether you want to have more productive meetings solve business problems create bold
strategies or build stronger relationships this book offers you a new world of possibilities from blue chip
companies developing high powered teams to individuals seeking personal growth a thinking environment has
come to mean transformation of the highest quality
A Course in Formal Languages, Automata and Groups 2008-11-14 this course assumes no prior
knowledge of the language and begins with the teaching of the persian alphabet grammar and vocabulary are
covered in full and the course places equal emphasis on reading writing and speaking
Time to Think 1999-01-01 a surprisingly simple way for students to master any subject based on one of the
world s most popular online courses and the bestselling book a mind for numbers a mind for numbers and its
wildly popular online companion course learning how to learn have empowered more than two million learners
of all ages from around the world to master subjects that they once struggled with fans often wish they d
discovered these learning strategies earlier and ask how they can help their kids master these skills as well now
in this new book for kids and teens the authors reveal how to make the most of time spent studying we all have
the tools to learn what might not seem to come naturally to us at first the secret is to understand how the brain
works so we can unlock its power this book explains why sometimes letting your mind wander is an important
part of the learning process how to avoid rut think in order to think outside the box why having a poor memory
can be a good thing the value of metaphors in developing understanding a simple yet powerful way to stop
procrastinating filled with illustrations application questions and exercises this book makes learning easy and
fun
Modern Persian 2005 this language course designed for advanced learners provides 120 hours of classroom
work structured around all the language skills the whole course consists of a student s book a teacher s book a
workbook a workbook cassette and a set of two class cassettes
Learning How to Learn 2018-08-07 introduces the richness of group theory to advanced undergraduate and
graduate students concentrating on the finite aspects provides a wealth of exercises and problems to support
self study additional online resources on more challenging and more specialised topics can be used as extension
material for courses or for further independent study
Language Issues 1993 deals with pricing and hedging financial derivatives computational methods are
introduced and the text contains the excel vba routines corresponding to the formulas and procedures
described in the book this is valuable since computer simulation can help readers understand the theory the
book succeeds in presenting intuitively advanced derivative modelling it provides a useful bridge between
introductory books and the more advanced literature mathematical reviews
A Course on Finite Groups 2009-12-16 what do you want most is it money fame power contentment
personality peace of mind happiness the thirteen steps to riches described in this book offer the shortest
dependable philosophy of individual achievement ever presented for the benefit of the man or woman who is
searching for a definite goal in life this book conveys the experience of more than 500 men of great wealth who
began at scratch with nothing to give in return for riches except thoughts ideas and organized plans here you
have the entire philosophy of moneymaking just as it was organized from the actual achievements of the most
successful men known to the american people during the past fifty years it describes what to do also how to do
it it presents complete instructions on how to sell your personal services it provides you with a perfect system of
self analysis that will readily disclose what has been standing between you and the big money in the past it
describes the famous andrew carnegie formula of personal achievement by which he accumulated hundreds of
millions of dollars for himself and made no fewer than a score of millionaires of men to whom he taught his
secret perhaps you do not need all that is to be found in the book no one of the 500 men from whose
experiences it was written did but you may need one idea plan or suggestion to start you toward your goal
somewhere in the book you will find this needed stimulus the book was inspired by andrew carnegie after he
had made his millions and retired it was written by the man to whom carnegie disclosed the astounding secret
of his riches the same man to whom the 500 wealthy men revealed the source of their riches in this volume will
be found the thirteen principles of money making essential to every person who accumulates sufficient money
to guarantee financial independence it is estimated that the research which went into the preparation before
the book was written or could be written research covering more than twenty five years of continuous effort



could not be duplicated at a cost of less than 100 000 00 moreover the knowledge contained in the book never
can be duplicated at any cost for the reason that more than half of the 500 men who supplied the information it
brings have passed on riches cannot always be measured in money money and material things are essential for
freedom of body and mind but there are some who will feel that the greatest of all riches can be evaluated only
in terms of lasting friendships harmonious family relationships sympathy and understanding between business
associates and introspective harmony which brings one peace of mind measurable only in spiritual values all
who read understand and apply this philosophy will be better prepared to attract and enjoy these higher estates
which always have been and always will be denied to all except those who are ready for them
A Course in Derivative Securities 2006-03-30 in spite of the proliferation of online learning creating online
courses can still evoke a good deal of frustration negativity and wariness in those who need to create them the
second edition of essentials of online course design takes a fresh thoughtfully designed step by step approach
to online course development at its core is a set of standards that are based on best practices in the field of
online learning and teaching pedagogical organizational and visual design principles are presented and modeled
throughout the book and users will quickly learn from the guide s hands on approach the course design process
begins with the elements of a classroom syllabus which after a series of guided steps easily evolve into an
online course outline the guide s key features include a practical approach informed by theory clean interior
design that offers straightforward guidance from page one clear and jargon free language examples
screenshots and illustrations to clarify and support the text a checklist of online course design standards that
readers can use to self evaluate a companion website with examples adaptable templates interactive learning
features and online resources essentialsofonlinecoursedesign com essentials of online course design serves as a
best practice model for designing online courses after reading this book readers will find that preparing for
online teaching is a satisfying and engaging experience the core issue is simply good design pedagogical
organizational and visual for more of marjorie vai in her own words listen to this 2011 interview from the on
teaching online podcast onteachingonline com oto 16 essentials of online course design with marjorie vai
Think and Grow Rich and the Science of Getting Rich 2013-04-12 this is the second edition of a popular book on
combinatorics a subject dealing with ways of arranging and distributing objects and which involves ideas from
geometry algebra and analysis the breadth of the theory is matched by that of its applications which include
topics as diverse as codes circuit design and algorithm complexity it has thus become essential for workers in
many scientific fields to have some familiarity with the subject the authors have tried to be as comprehensive
as possible dealing in a unified manner with for example graph theory extremal problems designs colorings and
codes the depth and breadth of the coverage make the book a unique guide to the whole of the subject the
book is ideal for courses on combinatorical mathematics at the advanced undergraduate or beginning graduate
level working mathematicians and scientists will also find it a valuable introduction and reference
Essentials of Online Course Design 2015-10-14 here s the truth the vast majority of instructors on udemy aren t
having the impact they desired but many instructors are successfully making a lucrative full time career from
producing online courses on the udemy platform you can learn the strategies that will set you apart as an
instructor and position you for that kind of success frank kane has been producing online courses on udemy
since 2015 and has sold over 200 000 course enrollments earning over one million dollars in this course frank
shares all the stuff he s learned the hard way during that time about what works and what doesn t you ll learn
how to choose the course topic that s best for you and most likely to succeedaudo visual tips for producing clear
audio and crisp video for different budget levelsseo tips to make sure students find your course when they re
looking for your topichow flywheel effects should inform your course marketing and course creation strategyhow
to construct a pre launch checklist to make your course launch as strong as possibleeffective course marketing
strategies as well as strategies to avoidmaintaining your course to keep it selling for yearshow to vet other
platforms that want to host your contenttechniques for discouraging piracy of your coursehow to get more
reviews for your coursesa plan for making udemy your full time job in a responsible mannerthis course is
intended as a supplement to udemy s teach hub and resources in your course creation dashboard it s all the
stuff most instructors only learn through experience avoid common mistakes in your strategy as an online
instructor and apply proven best practices used by udemy s top instructors right from the start any instructor on
the udemy platform who wants to make more of an impact will benefit from this course it s packed with tips
tricks and lessons learned that can make the difference between a course that flops and a course that changes
the world
A Course in Combinatorics 2001-11-22 in creating wicked students paul hanstedt argues that courses can
and should be designed to present students with what are known as wicked problems because the skills of
dealing with such knotty problems are what will best prepare them for life after college as the author puts it this
book begins with the assumption that what we all want for our students is that they be capable of changing the



world when a student leaves college we want them to enter the world not as drones participating mindlessly in
activities to which they ve been appointed but as thinking deliberative beings who add something to society
there s a lot of talk in education these days about wicked problems problems that defy traditional expectations
or knowledge problems that evolve over time zika isis political discourse in the era of social media to prepare
students for such wicked problems they need to have wicked competencies the ability to respond easily and on
the fly to complex challenges unfortunately a traditional education that focuses on content and skills often fails
to achieve this sense of wickedness students memorize for the test prepare for the paper practice the various
algorithms over and over again but when the parameters or dynamics of the test or the paper or the equation
change students are often at a loss for how to adjust this is a course design book centered on the idea that the
goal in the college classroom in all classrooms all the time is to develop students who are not just loaded with
content but capable of using that content in thoughtful deliberate ways to make the world a better place
achieving this goal requires a top to bottom reconsideration of courses including student learning goals text
selection and course structure day to day pedagogies and assignment and project design creating wicked
students takes readers through each step of the process providing multiple examples at each stage while
always encouraging instructors to consider concepts and exercises in light of their own courses and students
Linking for Learning 1989 the bestselling author of a course in love presents spiritual principles that will
resonate with all those seeking deep insight into the spiritual foundation underlying existence while awakening
readers to the universality of life a course in life offers spiritual teachings truths and lessons to show the way
back to god
The Ultimate Online Course Creation Guide 2019-01-25 an epic celtic sojourn in search of ancestors
nostalgia and the world s greatest round of golf in his thirties married and staring down impending fatherhood
tom coyne was well familiar with the last refuge of the adult male the golfing trip intent on designing a golf trip
to end all others coyne looked to ireland the place where his father had taught him to love the game years
before as he studied a map of the island and plotted his itinerary it dawned on coyne that ireland was ringed
with golf holes the country began to look like one giant round of golf so coyne packed up his clubs and set off to
play all of it and since irish golfers didn t take golf carts neither would he he would walk the entire way a course
called ireland is the story of a walking averse golfer who treks his way around an entire country spending
sixteen weeks playing every seaside hole in ireland and often battling through all four seasons in one irish
afternoon coyne plays everything from the top ranked links in the world to nine hole courses crowded with
livestock along the way he searches out his family s roots discovers that a once poor country has been
transformed by an economic boom and finds that the only thing tougher to escape than irish sand traps are irish
pubs by turns hilarious and poetic a course called ireland is a magnificent tour of a vibrant land and a paean to
the world s greatest game
Creating Wicked Students 2023-07-03 reprint of the original first published in 1869
A Course in Life 1998 this book is ideal for practicing experts in particular actuaries in the field of property
casualty insurance life insurance reinsurance and insurance supervision as well as teachers and students it
provides an exploration of credibility theory covering most aspects of this topic from the simplest case to the
most detailed dynamic model the book closely examines the tasks an actuary encounters daily estimation of
loss ratios claim frequencies and claim sizes
A Course Called Ireland 2009-02-19 please note this is a replica of the print book and you will need paper and
a pencil to complete the exercises this essential e guide to english will ensure you re speaking the same
language in no time get started with the ultimate self study course that is easy to use and quick to learn this
beginner s ebook guarantees an engaging and entertaining experience for adults learning english as a foreign
language from introducing yourself and talking about your life and interests to expanding your vocabulary and
understanding grammar rules this is a completely comprehensive introduction to the english language a range
of listening speaking reading and writing exercises are presented in a simple fluid format with an attractive
visual style and accessible text as you grow in confidence you ll soon be moving through the levels to reach
advanced english this ebook is part of dk s best selling english for everyone series which is suitable for all levels
of english language learners and provides the perfect reading companion for study exams including toefl and
ielts work or travel with audio material available on the accompanying english for everyone website and android
ios apps bringing vital experience of spoken english there has never been a better time to learn the world s
second most popular language
A Course of Practical Chemistry 2020-09-23 learning to teach english without a course book
A Course in Credibility Theory and its Applications 2005-11-13 with pro javascript design patterns you ll start
with the basics of object oriented programming in javascript applicable to design patterns including making
javascript more expressive inheritance encapsulation information hiding and more the book then details how to



implement and take advantage of several design patterns in javascript each chapter is packed with real world
examples of how the design patterns are best used and expert advice on writing better code as well as what to
watch out for along the way you ll discover how to create your own libraries and apis for even more efficient
coding
The Tables of Stone: a Course of Sermons ... 1868 in a course called america tom coyne plays his way across
the united states in search of the great american golf course packed with fascinating tales from american golf
history comic road misadventures illuminating insight into course design and many a memorable round with
local golfers this book is an epic narrative travelogue brimming with heart and soul
A Course of Sermons, ... before the University of Cambridge during ... April, 1816. (Appendix.). 1816
a therapist explains true kindness as opposed to mere niceness and explores its power and benefits describing
ways to integrate kindness as the response of choice included are techniques for developing the ability to
empathize with others and strategies for being kind to oneself
A Mini Course for Life 2007 an introductory text in linguistic semantics uniquely balancing empirical coverage
and formalism with development of intuition and methodology this introductory textbook in linguistic semantics
for undergraduates features a unique balance between empirical coverage and formalism on the one hand and
development of intuition and methodology on the other it will equip students to form intuitions about a set of
data explain how well an analysis of the data accords with their intuitions and extend the analysis or seek an
alternative no prior knowledge of linguistics is required after mastering the material students will be able to
tackle some of the most difficult questions in the field even if they have never taken a linguistics course before
after introducing such concepts as truth conditions and compositionality the book presents a basic symbolic
logic with negation conjunction and generalized quantifiers to serve as the basis for translation throughout the
book it then develops a detailed compositional semantics covering quantification scope and binding adverbial
modification relative clauses event semantics tense and aspect as well as pragmatic phenomena notably deictic
pronouns and narrative progression a course in semantics offers a large and diverse set of exercises
interspersed throughout the text those labeled important practice and looking ahead prepare students for
material to come those labeled thinking about invite students to think beyond the content of the book
A Course of Practical Chemistry Arranged for the Use of Medical Students 1865 teaching the literature
survey course makes the case for maintaining even while re imagining and re inventing the place of the survey
as a transformative experience for literature students through essays both practical and theoretical the
collection presents survey teachers with an exciting range of new strategies for energizing their teaching and
engaging their students in this vital encounter with our evolving literary traditions from mapping early english
literature to a team based approach to the american survey and from multimedia galleries to a blank syllabus
contributors propose alternatives to the traditional emphasis on lectures and breadth of coverage the volume is
at once a set of practical suggestions for working teachers including sample documents like worksheets and
syllabi and a provocative engagement with the question of what introductory courses can and should be
A System of Oratory, Delivered in a Course of Lectures Publicly Read at Gresham College, London: 1759 the
road to graphql is your personal journey to master pragmatic graphql in javascript the book is full with
applications you are going to build along the way with react js and node js afterward you will be able to
implement full stack javascript applications i wrote the the road to graphql over the last year while building
several graphql applications for my clients and for myself during this time i came to understand the practical
genius of graphql and how it dramatically improves communication in client server architectures not only does it
improve the interface between the client and the server it also enhances client side state management by
eliminating remote data management sophisticated graphql libraries like apollo client provide powerful features
like caching optimistic ui and data prefetching for free this book covers the fundamentals of graphql itself as
well as its ecosystem i applied the same principles as my other books stay pragmatic keep it simple answer the
why not just the how experience a problem solve a problem this book is not intended to be an end all reference
for graphql apis nor an in depth guide about the internals of the graphql specification instead its purpose is to
journey through learning graphql with javascript the pragmatic way building client and server applications
yourself the book covers lots of facets about graphql in javascript that are important for building modern
applications without just throwing the libraries like apollo at problems before experiencing them it starts with
the basic http requests to perform graphql queries first then moves on to using dedicated graphql libraries for it
you will even get the chance to implement your own graphql client library so you understand how these libraries
work under the hood there are no hidden abstractions in this book just plenty of fundamentals for javascript
react js node js and graphql requirements to get the most out of this book you should be familiar with the basics
of web development which includes some knowledge of html css and javascript you will also need to be familiar
with the term api because they are discussed frequently i encourage you to join the official slack group for the



book help or get help from others react on the client side this book uses react to teach about graphql in
javascript my other book called the road to learn react teaches you all the fundamentals about react it also
teaches you to make the transition from javascript es5 to javascript es6 the book is available for free and after
having read the road to learn react you should possess all the knowledge to implement the graphql client side
application with this book node on the server side this book uses node with express as library to teach about
graphql in javascript you don t need to know much about those technologies before using them for your first
graphql powered applications the book will guide you through the process of setting up a node application with
express and shows you how to weave graphql into the mix afterward you should be able to consume the
graphql api provided by your server side application in your client side application
The Preacher's Manual: a course of lectures on preaching, in which Claude's principles, as laid down
in "Letters and Conversations on Preaching," are fully developed, and illustrated by examples, etc
1866
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